CAR GARAGE

1/2" (13mm) GYPSUM BOARD
RIGID EPS INSULATION
WRB MEMBRANE
OSB SHEATHING
2x6 (38x140mm) WOOD FRAMING
MINERAL WOOL BATT INSULATION
VAPOR BARRIER
1/2" (13mm) GYPSUM BOARD

LONGER SCREW WITH DOUBLE WASHER

CONCRETE SLAB REINFORCEMENT
AS PER CODE OR AS SPECIFIED

SHORTER SCREW WITH SINGLE WASHER

CONCRETE JOIST REINFORCEMENT

AMDECK ECO 8"

12" [305mm]

2x6" (38X140mm) DIMENSIONAL LUMBER JOISTS

WOOD FLOOR SYSTEM

LIVING SPACE
BELOW GARAGE

8" AMDECK ECO TO CONCRETE BEAM WITH WOOD FRAME